Thank you for helping kids continue to play during COVID by donating to Child Life! Child Life Specialists help children and families cope with illness and medical experiences. We support children and families by normalizing the hospital environment by providing educational and play opportunities to patients at the bedside, our playrooms and teen room. We also celebrate holidays and birthdays. A Child’s language is PLAY!

Due to COVID-19 and to promote safety for our patients and donors, all items must be newly purchased or you may make a monetary donation to the Child Life fund. We are not able to meet donors at this time but donations may be purchased from our registry on Target.com, Walmart.com, Amazon.com, or the retailer of your choice and be shipped to:

Brenner Children’s Wake Forest Baptist Health
Child Life Dept. 8AW
1 Medical Center Blvd
Winston-Salem, NC 27157

Mastermind
Fishing game
Perfection
Dominoes
Rummicube
Yahtzee
Boggle
Rush Hour
Bop it
Simon
20 Questions
Zingo
Connect Four
Don’t Break the Ice
Barrell of Monkeys
Tangle Jr.
Hungry Hippos
UNO Stacko
UNO Splash (plastic card)
Playing Cards

Rattles
Nurture Smart Mobile
Portable rotating DVD player
Action figures – Spider-Man, Batman, Captain America, Iron Man, Captain Marvel, Avengers, etc.
Lego sets for boys and girls
Crayola markers – thick or thin
Window markers
Sidewalk chalk or paint
Model magic
Canvases
Decorations for face masks
Puzzles (100 pieces or under)
Plastic cookie cutters & playdoh Playdoh toys
Fuzzy poster set with the markers
Individual foam kits with adhesive
Individual acrylic paint strips
Suncatcher paint pens
Sharpies – variety pack  
Sketch pads/books  
Colored pencils  
Disney Play Packs Grab & Go  
6 ft or longer phone chargers  
(apple, micro-usb)  
Ear buds  
**Oriental trading Items:**  
- Bug Magnet  #13583462  
- Color Your Own Beach Kites  # 13834045  
- Mandala Sand Art Pictures  #48/8819  
- Smile Face Sun Magnet Craft Kit  # 48/2371  
- Optical Illusion Sand Art Craft Kit  #13726808  
- Under the Sea Picture Craft Kit  # 13581529  
- Cool Summer treat Magnet Craft Kit # 13943774  
- Color Your Own Luau Fuzzy Bookmarks ##48/5743  

Paint brushes – all sizes  
Individual craft kits from S & S crafts  
Lakeshore Block Play People – Complete Set  
- African American Family  
- Caucasian Family  
- Hispanic Family  
- Asian Family  
- Native American Family  
- Community  
- Differing Abilities  
- Kids Around the World  
Lakeshore Pose & Play Dolls – Complete set  
- Hispanic Family  
- African American Family  
- Caucasian Family  
- Asian Family  
- Native American Family  
Feels Real Newborn Dolls – Complete Set  
- African American  
- Asian  
- Hispanic  
- Caucasian  

If any further questions regarding your donation, please call:  

Cindy Mahan, Child Life Manager  (336) 713–3085 / cmahan@wakehealth.edu  
Wendy Turner (336) 713–3083 / wturner@wakehealth.edu  
Stacy Peterson  (336) 713–3081 / speterso@wakehealth.edu  
Beth Smith       (336) 713–3084 / bawhicke@wakehealth.edu  
Elizabeth Frank  (336) 713–3079 / efrank@wakehealth.edu  
Kelly Lyons      (336) 713–8715 / klyons@wakehealth.edu  
Haley Hartzoge   (336) 713–3016 / hhartzog@wakehealth.edu  
Cheyenne Hendrix (336) 716–9957 / ckhendri@wakehealth.edu  

Thank you for your support to the Child Life Dept of Brenner Children's Wake Forest Baptist Health